Abstract. **Background.** Obesity is associated with accumulation of fat in parenchymal organs, including pancreas, with formation of its steatosis. Pancreatic steatosis can lead to chronic inflammation and fibrosis of the pancreas. Limitation in invasive studies in children causes need of development and implementation of advanced non-invasive methods for pancreatic observation. The **purpose** of our study was to investigate the possibility of ultrasound diagnosis of steatosis and fibrosis of the pancreas in children using steatometry (estimation of ultrasound attenuation) and elastometry. **Materials and methods.** We examined 60 children hospitalized in the Department of Pediatric Gastroenterology of SI "Institute of Gastroenterology of NAMS of Ukraine". The patients were grouped on the basis of of obesity and overweight presence: group 1 consisted of 44 patients with obesity and overweight, group 2 consisted of 16 children with normal weight. Sonological research, elastometry, steatometry of the pancreas were made using apparatus Ultima PA Expert ("Radmir", Ukraine). The presence and degree of pancreatic steatosis using pair-wise comparison of pancreatic echogenicity with renal and retroperitoneal fat echogenicity. **Results.** 25 patients of group 1 (56.8 %) were found to have sonological signs of pancreatic steatosis; third of patients had sonographic signs of non-specific inflammatory changes in the pancreas. We found that the average coefficient of ultrasound attenuation was significantly higher in children of group 1 compared to group 2 ($p < 0.05$) and amounted to (2.45 ± 0.39) dB/cm in group 1 and (1.8 ± 0.23) dB/cm in group 2. The average pancreas stiffness in children with normal weight group was higher compared to patients with obesity and overweight, but the significance of differences was not sufficient and amounted (3.69 ± 0.78) kPa in group 1 and (3.78 ± 0.27) kPa in group 2. **Conclusions.** We established that the average coefficient of ultrasound attenuation during pancreatic sonological study in children with obesity and overweight was significantly higher compared to the patients with normal weight that can be explained by the presence of pancreatic steatosis in children with obesity/overweight. The study demonstrates the possibility of steatometry and elastometry usage for diagnosis of pancreatic steatosis and fibrosis in children.
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Introduction

In recent years, it has been observed the global trend for increase in rates of pancreatic diseases [1]. Pancreatic disorders in children with obesity deserve special attention due to the high possibility of development of nonalcoholic fatty pancreas disease (NAFPD). It is known that morphological basis of NAFPD is presented by deposition of fat in the pancreas (steatosis) that can be followed by inflammation and fibrosis of the pancreatic parenchyma [2].

Inaccessibility of the pancreas and its secretions, the limitation of complex invasive studies in children promotes the development and implementation of new non-invasive methods in public health practice [3]. Ultrasound (US) examination is the most affordable method for diagnosing fibrosis and steatosis, but the sensitivity of this method ranges from 37 to 94 % and specificity — from 48 to 100 % [4]. Exploring sensitive non-invasive methods for diagnosis of the pancreatic disorders contributed to development of shear-wave elastography of the pancreas, which allows to perform quantitative determination of parenchyma stiffness for fibrosis diagnosis; diagnosis of active inflammation, differentiation of bulk structures. The ability to measure the coefficient of attenuation of the ultrasonic waves (steatometry) significantly enhances the method capabilities by qualitatively and quantitatively determination of pancreatic steatosis. Shear-wave elastography can be realized by using the SWEI tool.
Research devoted to the determination of ultrasound attenuation during sonological study of the pancreas in children has not yet presented. However, there are enough studies on the evaluation of ultrasound attenuation (CAP — controlled attenuation parameter) during transient liver elastography (Fibroscan 502 Touch), especially in children. Established that this technique can detect early stage liver fibrosis by measuring the stiffness (liver stiffness measurement — LSM) and its steatosis that is implemented by CAP function. Transient elastography with CAP determination helps to diagnose the early stages of steatosis — if fat is more than 10% of hepatocytes, while standard ultrasound shows signs of steatosis in case of involvement of at least 20% of hepatocytes [13, 14]. Therefore, we believe that the study of ultrasound attenuation coefficient during pancreatic sonography in children can be a perspective method.

The purpose of the study was to explore the possibility of ultrasound diagnosis of pancreatic steatosis and fibrosis in children with the use of steatometry (estimation of ultrasound attenuation coefficient) and elastometry.

Materials and methods

We examined 60 children aged 6—17 years that were observed in the department of pediatric gastroenterology of SI “Institute of Gastroenterology of the NAMS of Ukraine” in 2016.

The study concluded anthropometric measures to determine body mass index (BMI). Trophic status assessment was conducted by WHO recommendations according to BMI values considering to age and gender [15]. Elastometry and steatometry (estimation of ultrasound attenuation coefficient) was performed using apparatus Ultima PA Expert® (“Radmir”, Ukraine). At the first, the study was performed in B-mode, to determine the size, structure, echogenicity of the pancreas, the character of its contours, the state of Wirsung’s duct and surrounding tissue. The presence of pancreatic steatosis was determined by the method that has been proposed by J.S. Lee et al. (2009), based on pairwise comparison of pancreatic echogenicity with echogenicity of the kidneys and retroperitoneal fat [16]. Pancreatic steatosis was diagnosed when there was an increase in echogenicity of the pancreas compared with the kidney. Then in the supine position, with calm breathing, without sensor compression, elastometry and steatometry were conducted. During elastometry and steatometry study we performed 5 measurements in every part of the pancreas to obtain recurring quantities of stiffness and ultrasound attenuation coefficient.

The average age of patients was (11.27 ± 2.76) years. The groups were homogeneous for age and gender distribution. Depending on the presence of obesity and overweight, patients were divided into 2 groups: group 1 (main) amounted 44 children with obesity or overweight, 2 group (control) — 16 patients with normal weight (patients who had chronic gastritis or gastroduodenitis in the period of remission).

Statistical analysis of the data was done using Statistica version 7.0 Characteristics of the study subjects were presented descriptively. All normally distributed continuous variables were expressed as means ± SD. Most parameters were not normally distributed, therefore nonparametric
Results

Analyzing the data of ultrasound research we found that increased echogenicity and graininess of the pancreas occurred significantly more often in main group compared to control group (p < 0.05) (tabl. 1). It was found that among the patients of the 1 group 25 children (56.8 %) had sonological signs of pancreatic steatosis, presented by enhancing of its echogenicity compared with the kidney. We also found that among patients of the 1 group 9 children (20.5 %) had 1st grade of steatosis, 3 children (6.8 %) — 2nd grade, 3 children (6.8 %) — 3rd grade of steatosis. Changes in ultrasound parameters in steatosis manifested not only by changes of echogenicity, but in 13 (29.5 %) patients of the 1 group by fuzzy contours of the pancreas and in 19 (43.8 %) patients by changes of it graininess. The thickness of the head and tail of the pancreas was significantly higher in patients of the 1 group compared to the 2 group. Thus, more than half (56.8 %) patients at the 1 group had an ultrasound signs of steatosis and third of patients had sonographic signs of nonspecific inflammatory changes in pancreatic parenchyma. Among children with normal weight in 2 (12.5 %) patients we observed changes in echogenicity of the pancreas that may be explained by reactive changes on the background of gastroduodenal disorders comorbidity.

Analysis of data of steatometry, we found that the average coefficient of ultrasound attenuation in the 1 group was significantly higher than the corresponding data of the 2 group (p < 0.05) and amounted (2.45 ± 0.39) dB/cm in patients of the 1 group and (1.80 ± 0.23) dB/cm in patients of the 2 group. Median of average coefficient of ultrasound attenuation in children of the 1 group amounted 2.43 dB/cm, with minimum value — 1.70 dB/cm and a maximum — 3.81 dB/cm (fig. 1).

The mean average coefficient of ultrasound attenuation of the 2 group was (1.80 ± 0.23) dB/cm, median — 1.86 dB/cm, the minimum value — 1.35 dB/cm, maximum 2.19 dB/cm. These data suggest that steatometry is a promising method for diagnosing pancreatic steatosis in children. Given the fact that steatometry allows obtaining a quantitative description of the average ultrasound attenuation coefficient during the ultrasound study of pancreas; it is possible to determine not only the presence but also the degree of pancreatic steatosis. However, it is necessary to conduct further research on the morphological confirmation of the results.

The mean index of stiffness of pancreatic parenchyma in children with normal weight was higher than that of patients with obesity and overweight, but the significance of differences was not sufficient.

The mean of pancreatic stiffness in 2 group was (3.69 ± 0.78) kPa, median — 3.56 kPa, the minimum value — 2.27 kPa, maximum — 5.40 kPa. We found that 2 children (members of 1 group) had pancreatic stiffness that corresponds to the 1 grade of fibrosis.

Children of 2 group were presented by mean of pancreatic amounted to (3.78 ± 0.27) kPa, median — 3.61 kPa, minimum — 2.9 kPa, maximum — 4.65 kPa.

We assumed that the relative decrease of pancreatic stiffness during elastography in children with obesity and overweight can be explained by echo attenuation due to...
pancreatic steatosis. While the long course of steatosis associated with inflammation and fibrosis development, that characterized by changes in the elastic properties with decreasing of pancreas elasticity.

Search of sensitive non-invasive methods for diagnosis of steatosis in children is extremely important. Implementation of steatometry and elastometry in pediatric practice will improve the diagnosis of steatosis and fibrosis of the pancreas in children.

Conclusions

1. The apparatus Ultima PA Expert® ("Radmir", Ukraine) allows to conduct SWEI elastography (elastometry) and estimation of the ultrasound attenuation (steatometry) for determination of the stiffness and the presence/degree of steatosis of the pancreatic parenchyma.

2. It was established that the average coefficient of ultrasound attenuation during pancreatic sonography in children with obesity and overweight is significantly higher compared to patients with normal weight, which explained by the presence of pancreatic steatosis in children with obesity/overweight.

3. The study demonstrates the possibility of steatometry and elastometry usage for diagnosis of steatosis and fibrosis of the pancreas in children.
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Установлено, что средний показатель коэффициента затухания ультразвука у представителей 1-й группы был в 2,45 ± 0,39 дБ/см у представителей 1-й группы, а в 1,80 ± 0,23 дБ/см у представителей 2-й группы (p < 0,05).

Выводы. Встановлено, що середній показник коефіцієнту затухання ультразвуку у представників 1-ї групи був вірогідно вищим від аналогічного показателя 2-й групи (р < 0,05).
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